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Overview 

The analogy used by keynote speaker Katie Dawson in her address resonated strongly with me 

and was a clear image, cleverly capturing many themes of this conference, that “Education is all 

a matter of building bridges”, Ralph Ellison. 

The role of the Arts in building bridges is a powerful one and one that Arts educators will speak 

of readily and passionately. They speak of how the Arts can empower young people to make 

change for the better, how the Arts allows a freedom of expression and how students can work 

from their world and identity to create further sense of identity. Not only do bridges connect 

people and communities, they are a two way street and allow a flow and sharing of ideas, 

encourage travel into unknown worlds and connect difference with those who otherwise may 

have been isolated! 

Katie spoke of all of this, and how her work in building Arts pedagogy through schools and 

communities impacted on young people and their learning. It was a thoughtful, empowering 

address that explored our thinking about the key skills early learners need, what their future 

world looks like and how the core skills of communication, critical thinking, collaboration and 

creativity can be facilitated through the Arts. 

 

Highlights 
(Session 1.1 Dance ‘making’ with the Australian Curriculum SUITABLE: R-8  
This practical session will unpack the strand ‘making’ related to the Arts curriculum. A range of 
activities  
will support participants to create movement utilizing the elements of dance.  Presenters: Kerrin 
Rowlands (Arts Education tutor UniSA) and Druscilla Fabretto (Dance teacher R-7 Nazareth 
Catholic College)) 
 
The first bridge connecting me to the unknown was an energetic, hands on exploration of the 

world of dance and how to create a series of entry points for young people. We learnt many 

ways to connect children to their creative ideas and then express it through movement. 

This workshop demystified a lot of the language of the movement world by breaking it into the 

key elements of Dance, using the acronym – BEST (Body, Energy, Space and Time). These are 

the building blocks of choreography and gave me a hook on which to base lesson ideas and 

provided a clear outline that could give students tools to help them explore ideas. The success 



criteria outlined, using dance language such as ‘body connection, pathway, levels’ was another 

useful teaching tool that will give my dance lesson structure and help clarify expectations for 

students. 

As a Drama teacher it was inspiring and reinforcing to see that many ideas and the philosophy 

of dance lessons are very similar to a Drama lesson, which increased my confidence that I 

could deliver a movement class appropriately. The concept of a clearly structured, teacher 

guided warm-up, use of relevant engaging music, a variety of group structures and sharing work 

(both completed and in progress) were all familiar strategies and I gained a lot from seeing them 

actually delivered in a dance class. Participating as a student and giving each activity a go was 

also a powerful way to learn and really increased my understanding. 
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Utilising my learning: 

This workshop has given me the tools, confidence and inspiration to share the format and the 

ideas with staff at my site. It was such an accessible delivery mode that I can see many staff 

benefitting from the material because it provided a framework that made movement make 

sense. I particularly like the way the content had ideas and entry points for F-7 students, so I 

can see how this workshop could help the whole staff when planning an Arts lesson. I also 

believe that staff will appreciate the relatively easy ideas and explanations but see how they can 

then spark a range of learning in students from collaborating and problem solving to deeper 

thinking about issues.  

 

Classroom Delivery – I was impressed by how quickly an actual movement piece could be 

devised once a lesson was structured around the key elements of dance. Underscored with 

appropriate music students could quickly become adept performers and share confidently with 

peers so I am looking forward to integrating a dance lesson into a relief day where possible! 

 

Highlights 
Session 2.3 Media Arts – Toon time, learning through animation SUITABLE: F-8  Presenter: 
Karen Butler (Manager: DECD Digital Pedagogies and Resources, Teaching and Learning 
Services) 
 

This workshop opened creative worlds that I knew existed but haven’t explored through lack of 

knowledge. Key highlights for me from this session were the hands on approach where we 

explored the fun and highly engaging worlds of thaumatropes, istop motion app and Scratch 

junior. The sequential building of skills from making our own hand held thaumatrope to 

animating moulded clay characters using istop motion meant I could clearly see how I could 



build these skills gradually in the classroom and illustrate the workflow and detail needed when 

creating an animation.  

I am looking forward also to sharing this knowledge with colleagues, so they too can experiment 

with this fun, rewarding world, where creativity can run wild! From this workshop I took away a 

clear focus of how to tap into children’s imagination because in animation the impossible is 

possible! 

 

Mind Pops! 

During the conference Katie Dawson spoke passionately about engagement in the Arts, how it 

can open eyes, hearts and minds and the exhilaration of those creative moments – an epiphany 

or ‘mind pop’!  

For me the ‘Combined Arts Conference’ caused many ‘mind pops’ that will have a ripple effect 

as I integrate my new understandings with the young people I teach, colleagues I work with and 

through workshops in the community. 

On a final note, and with a sense of coming full circle (or across the Bridge and back!) I was 

interested and pleased to learn of the collaboration between my high school Drama teacher, 

(who introduced me to the Arts as a timid Year 8!), Dave Brown (ex Patch Theatre Company) 

and Katie Dawson and the exciting connections they are developing ! 

I felt priveleged to be sponsored to attend. Thank you for the opportunity! 
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